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ABSTRACT
We present results from radiation-hydrodynamics
calculations which show the central role resonant selfabsorption plays in reducing radiative energy loss
rates in high-gain ICF target chamber plasmas. Calculations were performed using a non-LTE radiative
transfer model which we have recently coupled to our
target chamber radiation-hydrodynamics code. The
lower radiation ﬂuxes escaping the plasma, which occur due to the self-absorption of line radiation in their
optically thick cores, lead to signiﬁcantly lower temperature increases at the surface of the target chamber ﬁrst wall. The calculations were performed for
the SIRIUS-P laser-driven direct-drive ICF power reactor. In this conceptual design study, high-gain targets release approximately 400 MJ of energy in the
center of a gas-ﬁlled target chamber. The target debris ions and x-rays are stopped in the gas, and the
energy is reradiated to the chamber wall over a much
longer time scale. Because the time scales are comparable to the time it takes to thermally conduct energy
away from the ﬁrst surface, the thermal stresses and
erosion rates for the ﬁrst wall are greatly reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-gain inertial conﬁnement fusion (ICF) targets, such as those envisioned for ICF power
reactors1-5 or nearer-term test facilities,6,7 are expected to release ∼ 106 − 109 joules of energy in the
form of x-rays, energetic ions, and neutrons. Roughly
two-thirds of the energy is emitted in the form of
neutrons, which have long mean free paths and deposit their energy in the blanket surrounding the target chamber. The x-rays and target “debris” ions
have relatively short mean free paths and deposit
their energy in a much smaller volume of material

< 10 µm at solid density). This can lead to seri(∼
ous problems for the target chamber wall, ﬁnal optical components of the driver, diagnostic equipment,
or any other material that is directly exposed to the
target. Energy is released by the target over time
scales ∼ 10-9 − 10-8 s, while the time it takes to conduct energy away from the surface is much longer
(∼ 10-6 − 10-5 s). This rapid deposition of energy
onto exposed surfaces can lead to rapid temperature
increases, large thermal stresses, and vaporization.
Vaporization in particular can cause problems for the
SIRIUS-P design because: (1) erosion rates can be excessive (which would require replacement of the ﬁrst
wall assembly), (2) the clearing time could limit the
shot rate, and (3) the vapor could condense on laser
optics.
One way to protect the target chamber ﬁrst wall
(FW), or any other optical or diagnostic component,
is to ﬁll the chamber with a low density buﬀer gas.
The gas must have a suﬃciently high density to stop
the target x-rays and debris ions, but must have a low
enough density to allow the laser beam to reach the
target undegraded. The x-rays and ions then heat the
buﬀer gas to high temperatures, and a signiﬁcant fraction of the absorbed target energy is then reradiated
to the FW over longer time scales. In addition, because higher temperatures and pressures are attained
near the point of explosion, the plasma expands radially outward and can generate a strong shock. If
the time scale over which energy is released by the
buﬀer gas is comparable to or exceeds the time it takes
to thermally conduct energy away from the thin absorbing FW surface layer, the potential problems associated with thermal stresses and vaporization can
be avoided. It is therefore important to understand
the time evolution of the hydrodynamic and radiative
properties of the target chamber plasma.

The purpose of this paper is to assess the eﬀects
of line trapping — i.e., the self-absorption of line radiation in their optically thick cores — in reducing
the radiation ﬂux from the target chamber plasma.
Target chamber plasmas have several attributes that
make accurate modeling of their radiative properties somewhat diﬃcult.8,9 First, the plasmas are linedominated; that is, because of their moderately-low
density (n ∼ 1016 − 1017 ions/cm3) their emissitivity
tends to be dominated by line radiation. Second, the
plasmas are not in local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE); thus, the atomic level populations are not
readily obtained from the Saha equation and Boltzmann statistics. Photoexcitation eﬀects are important and must be included in the atomic rate equations to obtain the non-LTE level populations. Third,
the plasmas tend to be optically thick to line radiation, but can be optically thin to the continuum. The
radiation ﬁeld is not at all well-characterized by a
Planck spectrum.
In the calculations discussed below, detailed radiative and atomic models are used to compute the
radiative properties of the target chamber plasmas.
The models are included within the target chamber
radiation-hydrodynamics code, so that the atomic
level populations and radiation ﬁeld are computed
self-consistently at each hydrodynamic time step.
This is important because the time-dependent plasma
conditions are very much aﬀected by radiative energy losses. These calculations represent our ﬁrst attempt to model the time-dependent radiative properties of ICF target chamber plasmas using detailed
atomic and line radiation transport models within a
radiation-hydrodynamics code. Our results indicate
that resonant self-absorption has a major eﬀect on reducing the ﬂux at the chamber wall, thereby reducing
potential problems associated with thermal stresses
and vaporization.
II. THEORETICAL MODELS
The time-dependent plasma properties are computed using the CONRAD radiation-hydrodynamics
code.10 This is a 1-D single-ﬂuid Lagrangian
radiation-hydrodynamics code, which includes models for the deposition of x-ray and ion energy from ICF
target explosions. In the calculations discussed below,
spherical symmetry is assumed. X-ray energy is deposited instantaneously in the buﬀer gas at the start
of the calculation using “cold gas” photoabsorption
cross sections.11 The debris ion energy is deposited
in the buﬀer gas using a multi-species stopping power
model which includes the eﬀect of free and bound elec-

trons on the stopping power.12 The debris ions consist
of C, He, H, D, and T. The ions are emitted isotropically and fully ionized from a point source. The location of each group of ions is tracked temporarily
and spatially in a manner consistent with the energy
deposition rate. The time-dependence of the mean
ion charge state of each species is computed by solving atomic rate equations which include the eﬀects of
charge exchange.
Until recently, radiation transport in CONRAD
was calculated using a multigroup diﬀusion model.
However, it has been shown8,9,13 that multigroup diffusion models can signiﬁcantly overestimate the radiation ﬂux for plasmas with conditions typical of
those in ICF target chambers (i.e., moderate density,
line-dominated plasmas with optically thick lines and
thin continuum). To overcome this, we have coupled
a collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE) model into
CONRAD which transports the radiation of each line
separately.14 In this model, atomic level populations
are computed by solving multilevel statistical equilibrium equations self-consistently with the radiation
ﬁeld. The rates included in the model are: collisional
excitation, deexcitation, ionization, and recombination; radiative and dielectronic recombination; and
spontaneous decay and photoexcitation. Resonant
self-absorption eﬀects are included both in the determination of the level populations and in calculating
the transport of line radiation energy throughout the
plasma.
In the calculations discussed below, a hybrid radiation transport model was used. Continuum radiation was transported using the multigroup diﬀusion model, with multigroup opacities computed using IONMIX.15 Line radiation was transported using
an angle- and frequency-averaged escape probability
model.16 In this model, zone-to-zone coupling coefﬁcients are used to compute the radiation ﬂux and
photoexcitation rates. The coupling coeﬃcients are
obtained from frequency-averaged escape probabilities for Voigt line proﬁles.
Calculations were performed for two plasmas:
neon and xenon. The atomic model for Ne consisted of 108 atomic levels (conﬁguration-averaged)
distributed over all 11 ionization stages. For Xe, a
total of 276 levels distributed over the lowest 30 ionization stages were used. It must be noted that while
these calculations include considerably more detailed
radiative and atomic models than previous calculations, the atomic model for Xe in particular must
be considered to be only a rough approximation to
the real atomic system. Because of the large num-

TABLE I
Target Yield and Chamber Parameters
Total target yield
Target x-ray yield
Target ion debris yield
Chamber radius
Chamber wall material
Initial wall temperature

400 MJ
23 MJ
84 MJ
6.5 m
Graphite
1,750 K

ber of bound electrons Xe can have (Z = 54), the
atomic level structure is extremely complex. Energy levels, oscillator strengths, and photoionization
cross-sections were generated from Hartree-Fock calculations. Additional details concerning the atomic
physics models can be found elsewhere.17
III. RESULTS
Results are presented for two buﬀer gases which
are thought to allow laser propagation at the given
densities: 0.5 torr Xe (n = 1.8×1016 atoms/cm3) and
1.0 torr Ne (n = 3.6 × 1016 atoms/cm3). The advantage of Xe (which is the baseline case for SIRIUS-P)
is that it can more eﬃciently absorb the target x-rays
and debris ions before reaching the chamber wall. Ne,
on the other hand, tends to radiate less (for the same
plasma parameters) and is considerably easier to accurately model because of the fewer number of bound
electrons. For both the Ne and Xe cases, 3 sets of
calculations were performed to assess the eﬀects of
resonant self-absorption. In the ﬁrst case, line radiation was transported using the CRE escape probability model, while the continuum (both bound-free and
free-free radiation) was transported using multigroup
diﬀusion. In the second case, both the line and continuum radiation were transported using the multigroup
diﬀusion model. In the ﬁnal case, line radiation was
completely ignored in the calculation. In all cases,
multigroup opacities were generated using IONMIX,
with a total of 20 photon energy groups used. Table I
lists the target yield and chamber parameters used in
all calculations. Just over 100 MJ of energy is released
by the target in the form of x-rays and energetic ions.
Results from the Ne buﬀer gas calculations are
shown in Fig. 1, where the radiation ﬂux at the FW,
the time-integrated ﬂux, and temperature at the FW
surface are shown as a function of time after the target explosion. The solid curve on each plot corresponds to the calculation in which line radiation was
transported using the CRE escape probability model.
For comparison, results are also shown from calcu-

Fig. 1. Time-dependence of the radiation ﬂux at the
ﬁrst wall (top), the time-integrated ﬂux (middle), and
temperature at the ﬁrst wall surface (bottom) calculated for a Ne buﬀer gas. In each plot the CRE
line transport calculations are indicated by the solid
curves, while the multigroup diﬀusion results with
and without line radiation are represented by the
dashed and dotted curves, respectively.
lations with no line radiation (dotted curves) and
line radiation included in the multigroup opacities
of the diﬀusion model (dashed curves). It is clear
that transporting the line radiation using the multigroup diﬀusion model leads to a signiﬁcant overestimate of the radiation ﬂux, and therefore temperature
increase, at the FW. This occurs despite the fact that
the line contributions to the multigroup opacities were
computed using a much simpler atomic (hydrogenic
ion) model,15 with a considerably less detailed line
structure. The reasons multigroup diﬀusion models

Fig. 2. Frequency-dependent ﬂux (top) and optical
depth (bottom) calculated at the boundary of a spherical Ne plasma at T = 5 eV, n = 3.6 × 1016 ions/cm3,
and R = 6.5 m.

overestimate the radiation ﬂux have been discussed at
length elsewhere.8,9 The important point about Fig. 1
is that resonant self-absorption eﬀects signiﬁcantly reduce the radiation ﬂux escaping the plasma, which
keeps the temperature increase at the FW surface to
an acceptable level (i.e., much below the vaporization
temperature of graphite).
To more clearly illustrate the role of resonant selfabsorption in ICF target chamber plasmas, Fig. 2
shows the calculated spectral ﬂux emitted at the
FW for an idealized Ne plasma at T = 5 eV, n =
3.6 × 1016 ions/cm3, and a radius of 6.5 m. Also
shown (bottom) is the frequency dependent optical
depth. Note that the optical depths of the strongest
lines can be very large (up to 104 −105 ), while the continuum is optically thin (τν < 1) between about 0.4
and 40 eV. Because of this, the ﬂux in the line cores
rises to near the Planck ﬂux while the continuum ﬂux
is much below the Planck value.

Fig. 3. Time-integrated radiation ﬂux at the ﬁrst wall
(top), and temperature at the ﬁrst wall surface (bottom) calculated for a Xe buﬀer gas. Curve deﬁnitions
are the same at those in Fig. 1.
Results from radiation-hydrodynamics simulations for a Xe buﬀer gas are shown in Fig. 3, where
the time-integrated ﬂux and temperature rise at the
FW are shown as a function of time. Again, it is seen
that the calculations utilizing more detailed radiation
and atomic physics models (solid curves) stretch out
the time over which the absorbed target x-ray and
ion energy is reradiated to the FW. Because of this,
the temperature rise at the FW surface is only several hundred degrees, which is quite acceptable for
graphite.
Our results indicate that both Xe and Ne buﬀer
gases can eﬀectively be utilized in ICF high-gain
facilities to protect the FW and ﬁnal laser optics from
the target x-rays and debris ions. It is worth noting,
however, that because of the complex processes involved in target chamber plasmas, particularly so for
high-Z buﬀer gases such as Xe, experiments could provide valuable data which could lead to a signiﬁcantly
better understanding of the eﬀects described in this

paper. Such experiments could be very similar to the
laser-produced plasma experiments involving radiating moderate-temperature plasmas which have been
performed in the past to study the evolution of blast
waves.18,19
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